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Preface
The matter that is visible and currently directly measurable is composed of particles that have been
identified in the physicists’ “Standard Model”. However, the majority of scientists now believe that
this “ordinary matter” makes up less than 5% of the universe. In fact, it makes up less than 20% of all
the matter in the universe. The other more than 80% is composed of invisible matter that has been
dubbed “dark matter” by scientists.
Dark Plasma Theory, published in 2006 by Jay Alfred, argues that dark matter is present in the Solar
System, including on Earth. Evidence shows that the Sun and the Solar System are under the
gravitational influence of invisible dark matter in our galaxy. The embryonic Solar System contained
dark matter. Furthermore, the dark matter particles that have been raining down on Earth every day
and night for the past 4.6 billion years are captured by Earth's gravitational field. There are therefore
many reasons to infer that there are low-density halos of dark matter particles interpenetrating all
the planets, including the Earth - effectively forming, in the case of Earth, (currently) invisible
“counterpart-Earths” that co-rotate and share the same gravitational field as the visible Earth.
The Theory questioned in 2007 if the density of dark matter around Earth was underestimated.
Computations in late 2008, by Stephen Adler of Princeton University and Xu and Siegel from the
University of Arizona, suggest that dark matter density in the Solar System and around Earth exceeds
the galactic halo density significantly and is much higher than previously thought. According to the
Theory’s estimate, the visible Earth is gravitationally coupled to a Jupiter-sized dark matter halo.
The Theory argues that dark matter is largely in the form of plasmas of exotic particles (including
supersymmetric particles such as charginos and neutralinos). It therefore posits a halo composed of
dark plasma (i.e. a plasma of dark matter particles). As dark matter clumped, it created conditions
for a dark biosphere to form.
It has been shown in laboratory experiments over the past ten years that minimal ordinary plasma
cell-systems can be generated in the laboratory. The Theory therefore suggests that minimal dark
plasma cell-systems were generated within the dark halo/biosphere in the early Earth and predicts
the existence of terrestrial dark plasma life forms which evolved from these minimal plasma cell
systems. This dark biosphere was the birthplace of trillions of conscious dark matter life forms over
millions of years. Unlike chemical-based life forms, dark plasma life forms are compatible with life in
a supersymmetric universe.
These life forms would be as varied in scale, structure and intelligence as carbon-based life forms as different as a microbe from a whale; a mosquito from a tiger; a giraffe from a crocodile; an ant
from a human being. Their degrees of intelligence and awareness would be as different as a
centipede's awareness from the awareness and intelligence of human beings. The taxonomy of
these plasma life forms is wide and varied. Some of these plasma life forms have interacted with us
in the past (intentionally or unintentionally).
The entities that we have loosely identified as ghosts, angels, jinns, demons, deities (for example the
Marian apparitions in the atmosphere), aliens, biological UFOs, fairies and sightings of the recently

deceased (on the surface of the Earth) are characteristic of these predicted exotic plasma life forms
from interpenetrating dark plasmaspheres or counterpart Earths.
They constitute an ecology of plasma life forms that evolved throughout Earth's history and
sometimes formed symbiotic relationships with the visible carbon-based life forms that we are more
familiar with. Homo sapiens are the products of carbon-based bodies that formed symbiotic
relationships with some of these plasma life forms (i.e. the result of a symbio-genesis) and coevolved with them. When the carbon-based bodies died, the bioplasma bodies continued their
existence in counterpart Earths.
The Theory was initially described as ‘plasma metaphysics’ but was restated as Dark Plasma Theory
in 2008, following the publication of scientific papers by others that supported the Theory’s
predictions of a dark halo around the Earth and the description of dark matter as consisting of
plasmas of superparticles. In 2007, the Theory also predicted the existence of dark radiation and
argued that this radiation, emitted by dark matter, would be invisible to our eyes and scientific
instruments.
This booklet is a compilation of articles written by Jay Alfred after 2006. One of the more interesting
developments in the Theory during this period was the formulation of the Dark Ionization Process.
This provided a mechanism for invisible dark plasma life forms to generate ordinary plasma which
could be measured by scientific instruments and be visible when certain conditions prevailed.
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Aliens from
Dark Earth
Evolution of Dark Plasma
Life Forms on Earth
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bloated to form a dark counter-Earth more than a thousand
times the volume of the visible Earth.
The average density of the dark matter particles in this
hen reading the UFO literature,
counterpart
Earth is very low. Could tangible dark matter
have you ever wondered why
objects
form
in this invisible Earth? To answer this question
aliens would express so much
we only need to consider that the universal average density
concern about the Earth and
of ordinary matter is lower than dark matter. Neverthewhat humans are doing to it?
less, dense ordinary matter objects are seen all around us.
These aliens are normally assumed to be from some
The average dark matter density in the galaxy is very low.
distant galactic system within our visible universe
Nevertheless, dark matter clumps in the galaxy do form dark
who can undertake journeys at incredible speeds.
matter clouds. Similarly, dark matter within the dark Earth
clumps to form denser blobs with very
This assumption begs the question:
little dark matter in between the blobs.
This “sister” Earth
Why would a distant extra-terrestrial
The density of dark matter particivilisation be so concerned about our
cles
in these blobs are therefore many
was co-accreted with
planet, a tiny rock in an obscure part of
times greater than the average density
the galaxy? Wouldn’t it be more probof dark matter around the visible Earth
the physical-dense
able for a co-inhabitant of Earth, who
(which itself had been computed by
Earth about 4.6 billion
would suffer the real consequences of
scientists at the end of 2008 to be
a devastated Earth, to get nervous and
many times greater than the average
years ago from dark
fearful about human activities on this
density in the Milky Way). However,
planet? Perhaps these aliens are not
in comparison with ordinary matter
matter components
extra-terrestrial, but intra-terrestrial coobjects the densities of these blobs are
in the embryonic
inhabitants of this planet.
very much lower.
The author’s Dark Plasma Theory
According to the author’s Dark
Solar System...
(published in 2006) holds that the physPlasma Theory a substantial amount
ical-dense Earth is gravitationally couof dark matter in the universe is
pled to a counterpart dark matter Earth.
composed of plasmas of dark matDark matter is invisible matter which
ter particles. A scientific paper at the
is five times more abundant in the universe than ordinary
end of 2008 by Caltech (California Institute of Technology)
matter. The bulk of this matter is believed to be composed
scientists upholds this view. Hence, these blobs are plasma
of particles outside the physicist’s “Standard Model” (in a
blobs formed through self-organisation as explained by
sense we could describe them as “non-standard” particles).
plasma physics (including magnetohydrodynamics) and nonThis “sister” Earth was co-accreted with the physicallinear dynamics.
dense Earth about 4.6 billion years ago from dark matter
The blobs which found themselves in more favourable
components in the embryonic Solar System and underwent
conditions developed into primitive dark plasma cells in the
further transformation when the planet that later created our
early dark Earth which effectively became a dark biosphere.
Moon (which came with its own dark matter halo) collided
(Minimal plasma cell systems with life-like qualities were
into Earth. Through the further influx of dark matter partiproduced in the laboratory by scientists Lozneanu and Sancles from the galactic halo (including asteroids, meteorites
duloviciu. Their experiments were reported in 2003.) After
and comets harbouring dark matter particles which have
many millions of years, these cells evolved into a variety of
been plunging into the Earth for billions of years) this halo
more complex plasma life forms and continued to evolve so
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that plasma life forms which existed hundreds of millions of
years may no longer be evident now.
These dark plasma life forms are dissipative structures
which were far from equilibrium. They were as varied in
scale, structure and intelligence as carbon-based life forms
on the visible Earth – as different as a microbe from a
whale; a mosquito from a tiger; a giraffe from a crocodile;
an ant from a human being. Their degrees of intelligence
and awareness were as different as a centipede’s awareness
to the awareness and intelligence of Homo sapiens.
Some of these dark plasma life forms have interacted
with us in the past (intentionally or unintentionally). The
entities that we have identified as ghosts, angels, demons,
deities (for example the Marian apparitions in the atmosphere), biological UFOs (associated with UFO sightings in
the atmosphere), aliens, fairies, sightings of the recently deceased (on the surface of the Earth) and orbs of light which
appear to go through physical barriers (without contracting)
are all exotic plasma life forms from the dark biosphere of
this counterpart Earth.
The primitive dark plasma cells provided the scaffolding for ordinary biological cells to form in the early Earth.
Hence, primitive biological cells evolved with an envelope
of dark plasma around them. The dark plasma envelope
around humans and other ordinary life forms caused dark
matter in Earth’s environment to clump around them to form
dark bioplasma bodies which coupled to the visible carbonbased bodies. When the carbon-based bodies died, the bioplasma bodies decoupled and continued to survive, retaining
their awareness in Earth’s dark biosphere. These surviving
plasma life forms then formed symbiotic relationships with
other carbon-based bodies on Earth, including with humans.
The symbiosis allowed shared cognitive systems to develop
which gave continuity to the identities (i.e. autobiographical
memories) of sentient individuals.

the

technology improves to take into account particles beyond
the physicist’s Standard Model. All human beings are the
symbiotic products of carbon-based bodies and (alien)
plasma-based bodies.
Near-death experiences, astral travelling, (genuine) alien
encounters, angelic visitations, apparitions of saints or deities – both privately to individuals and to the public at large
leading to mass sightings (such as the Marian apparitions or
swarms of UFOs in the atmosphere) occur in this dark matter counterpart of Earth and are sometimes superimposed
on our more familiar Earth environment (depending on the
type of encounter, see below). The relative dimensions of
the invisible dark Earth to the visible rocky Earth may be
very similar to the relationship of Jupiter’s gas envelope
(which is about 142,000 km in diameter) to its small rocky
core (which, based on late-2008 computations, is about the
diameter of the visible Earth). Dark Earth is therefore as
large as Jupiter, which can comfortably fit more than 1,000
visible Earths inside itself.
Some plasma life forms in our atmosphere would be
similar to those proposed by Carl Sagan. In a 1976 paper,
Sagan and Edwin Salpeter proposed that creatures resembling hot air balloons could exist in Jupiter’s atmosphere.
They based their hypothesis on the ecology of our oceans
where different life forms exist at different levels: simple
life forms, such as plankton, thrive at the top level; at a
lower level fish exist which feed on these plankton; below
this are marine predators which feed on the fish. The Jovian
equivalents of these were the “sinkers,” “floaters,” and
“hunters.” The “floaters” were giant gas bags which generated heat through their own metabolism, feeding off sunlight
and free molecules. They moved by pumping out helium.
The “hunters” were squid-like creatures which used jets of
gas to propel themselves. The scientists calculated that the
“hunter” variety could grow to be many kilometres across.
Arthur C. Clarke imagined similar types of life forms in
Jupiter’s atmosphere.
Just like Jupiter, Earth’s equally large dark plasma halo

Parallel Plasma e arth –
habitat of Plasma life forms

The counterpart dark matter Earth, composed of low
density plasma and co-rotating with our visible Earth, can
effectively be considered another planet. The sporadic interactions with plasma-based beings, who may appropriately
be called “aliens” (since they are, strictly speaking, from
another planet – although a counterpart Earth), can be studied in a more rigorous scientific framework once our current
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This NASA graphic illustrates the way dark matter blobs
might look in space.
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would not have any hard surface. Hence, plasma life forms
would essentially float in an oceanic type atmosphere
of tenuous cold dark plasma. While the biosphere of the
physical-dense Earth occupies only a small volume of the
Earth, i.e. largely confined to plus or minus 10km from sea
level (which is less than 1% of the volume of the Earth), the
plasma Earth is composed wholly of plasma making it more
like a gigantic plasma ocean habitable to dark plasma life
forms.
Like our visible oceans, this generally invisible plasma
ocean is subject to tides because of the gravitational interactions with the Earth-Moon-Sun system. In addition, it is also
buffeted by the dark solar wind and other dark matter winds
emanating from other parts of the galaxy which generate a
“tail,” parallel to the direction of the winds, which can reach
the Moon in certain situations. Since particle density can
also change due to these influences, the size of the plasma
bubble also undergoes changes (just like Earth’s visible atmosphere). The shape and size of this dark plasma Earth is
therefore dynamical and is constantly size and shape-shifting like a dancing candle flame. Furthermore, just like the
Sun (which is a ball of plasma), it experiences differential
rotation; the rate of rotation in the equatorial region slows
down as it approaches the poles. The length of day and night
will therefore vary in different parts of dark Earth.
Life forms often move in all three dimensions quite
extensively (i.e. like fishes in the sea, not like human beings walking on the surface of the Earth) in this extensive
plasma ocean. There is enormous biodiversity in this plasma
planet which teems with life. Life-like plasma objects that
sporadically appear in our atmosphere are actually floating or swimming in this ocean. They are therefore able to
dart back and forth (like squid, cuttlefish and octopuses)
or swim majestically (like manta rays). They may be as

The relative dimensions of the invisible dark Earth to the visible
rocky Earth may be very similar to the relationship of Jupiter’s
gas envelope to its small rocky core. Dark Earth is therefore as
large as Jupiter, which can comfortably fit more than 1,000 visible
Earths inside itself.
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Simulation of dark matter evolution.
(Source: Rob Thacker, Queens University)

large as whales. There is hardly any “sonic boom” when
they zip-off because of their extremely low mass which is
largely composed of collisionless plasma. Plasma life forms
in the atmosphere have been seen at Marian apparitions, in
Chinese history as dragons, and UFO sightings. They also
include what the Qur’an refers to as “jinns.”
The famous Islamic cosmographer and Persian physician
who lived in the thirteenth century, Zakariya ibn Muhammad ibn Mahmud Abu Yahya al-Qazwini, states that jinns
“are aerial animals, with transparent bodies which can assume various forms.” This description could also fit Trevor
Constable's plasma-based “sky creatures.” Some writers
have already argued that jinns are in fact plasma life forms,
for example, Dr. Ibrahim B Syed, a Clinical Professor of
Medicine at the University of Louisville, School of Medicine. Gordon Creighton and Chris Line, as far back as 1989,
have argued that UFOs are in reality jinns in different issues
of the Flying Saucer Review. Nevertheless, aerial jinns comprise only one category of plasma life forms in Earth’s dark
biosphere.
The idea that Earth’s atmosphere could be the habitat of
living aerial creatures which manifest as “biological UFOs”
has been put forth before. Charles Fort held this belief;
Kenneth Arnold, who kick-started modern Ufology in 1947,
also believed UFOs were living creatures. He held that
these biological UFOs were space animals with the ability
to change their density allowing them to apparently appear
or disappear. Constable has photographed many different
types of “plasmatic creatures” in the atmosphere using fast
infrared film and has been researching these life forms for
several decades.
The British Ministry of Defense (MOD) recently completed a four year study (1996 to 2000) on “Unidentified
Aerial Phenomena (UAP)” which looked at data compiled
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from reports of UAPs received by the MOD over a 10 year
Detecting Dark Plasma Life Forms
period (1987 to 1997). The report concludes that most of
Generally, dark plasma is collisionless. However, durthese sightings were due to ordinary plasma bodies genering certain events when particle density increases, some
ated by incompletely burnt-out meteors entering Earth’s
dark matter particles that oscillate within the dark plasma
atmosphere during meteor showers, although with certain
collide with the nuclei and electrons of ordinary matter atreservations. The researchers concluded that: “It is not
oms. This generates light (as a result of scintillations), heat
certain that the radiation/fields are conventional and electro(due to the transfer of momentum) and electricity (when
magnetic in nature... any pursuit of this process of identielectrons get kicked-out of their orbitals during the ionizafication or elimination is pointless if it turns out that UAP
tion process, generating currents). The ionization process
radiation is other than EM [electromagnetic] radiation as we
also generates short-lived ordinary plasma (i.e. composed
currently understand it.”
of ordinary matter particles). When this ordinary plasma is
Indeed, dark plasma life forms radiate dark (not orsufficiently dense it can reflect-off microwaves from radars
dinary) electromagnetic waves. The author believes that
and be detected by them temporarily and/or intermittently.
the MOD detection data provides evidence of clumps or
The heat can be detected with infrared cameras (such as
blobs of dark plasma that populate the atmosphere and are
the one used by Constable) and calorimeters. The light
detected when particles in the dark plasma blobs interact
can be detected by cameras (if visible) and analysed uswith standard particles through nuclear and electron recoils;
ing spectrometers and
generating light, heat
bolometers.
and electrical phenomThe frequenena that can be detected
cies generated by the
temporarily or interordinary plasma are
mittently. The MOD
expected to be mostly in
report also alluded to
the microwave segment
the possible existence of
of the electromagnetic
plasma life forms due to
spectrum, which is asthe reported intelligent
sociated with electron
life-like behaviour of
oscillations in the
observed UAPs in the
ordinary plasma. These
reports they received.
microwaves can generRecent scientific
ate heat in living tissue
papers at the end of
and anomalous sounds
2008, which studied
within the head. The
acceleration anomaplasma life form has
lies in spacecrafts and
therefore both a dark
satellites orbiting the
plasma component and
Earth and more detailed
an ordinary plasma
calculations of dark
There is enormous diversity of life forms on our dark matter “sister” Earth,
component. The ordimatter density in the
which is theorised to be like an extensive plasma ocean. Life-like plasma
nary plasma increases
Solar System and around
objects that sporadically appear in our atmosphere are actually floating or
in density and frequency
the Earth, also pointed
swimming in this ocean. Some of them would move about in a similar manner
as the plasma frequency
to the possible existence
to certain sea creatures including jellyfish (above).
of the dark component
of blobs of dark matincreases.
ter in our atmosphere.
As the plasma
Within the context of Dark Plasma Theory, these point to
frequency of the dark plasma increases, the frequency of
dark plasma blobs within the Earth environment.
the electromagnetic waves radiated by the ordinary plasma
Meteors, according to Dark Plasma Theory, contain an
can move up into the visible segment of the electromagenvelope of dark plasma. Persons using “dark sight” will
netic spectrum temporarily and/or intermittently. These
be able to see a much larger halo of light around the meteor
can be detected using cameras (so long as it is above the
which would emit dark light. While the ordinary matplasma frequency of the ordinary plasma) – as seen in
ter component of the meteor is easily explained, the dark
various recorded cases, even public apparitions such as
component is evident when studying UAPs in more detail,
“Mary’s” appearance at the top of a Church in Zeitoun
including their peculiar ability to transform UFO sightings
between 1968 and 1971, which was broadcast on TV to
into experiences which are normally associated with the
millions. No doubt, the British MOD reports of UAPs also
paranormal. The idea of a dark plasma envelope around
record instances when dark plasma betrays its presence
a meteor, asteroid or comet allows the development of a
when ordinary plasma is generated around it causing it to
theory of “dark panspermia” which has been explored in
become temporarily visible. This is a Type 1 encounter (as
another article by this author.
explained below).
Since the density of dark matter particles within the
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• They can generate ordinary plasma which produce
electromagnetic fields and radiate electromagnetic waves
when immersed in ordinary matter (e.g. when surrounded by air which is composed of atoms of ordinary
matter).
• The ordinary plasma component is responsive to
electromagnetic fields and waves. The dark plasma
component is responsive to dark electromagnetic fields
and waves.
• The denser body of the life form, which varies from
one plasma life form to another, resides within an ovoid
which is enclosed by a bi-layered plasma (Langmuir)
sheath.
Properties of Bioplasma Bodies
• Double helical currents, aligned with the longer axis
Bioplasma bodies, composed of plasmas of dark matter
of their bodies may be discerned. They also have netparticles, generate (dark) electromagnetic fields and radiate
works of filamentary currents within their bodies.
(dark) electromagnetic waves. Embedded in these bioplasma
• They possess rotating orifices (or plasma vortexes)
bodies are cells that function as “plasma antennae” which
that suck in or spew out dark matcan tune-in and receive dark electroter particles. They can emit beams
magnetic waves generated by other
The
nearer
dark
of dark matter particles from these
bioplasma bodies. (Plasma antennae are
orifices.
actually used today in some scientific
plasma life forms
laboratories.)
• Their shapes can vary (hence they
come to you the better
According to Dark Plasma Theory,
can shape-shift) but the most stable
the bodies of plasma life forms that we
shape is the ball or ovoid of light.
they are able to tune-in
encounter are molded by our expectaShapes between a spheroid and a
tions which radiate out from our own
cylinder, or lenticular, are also possible
to the thought waves
bioplasma bodies in the form of (dark)
as the plasma membrane is resilient
you are radiating
electromagnetic waves and are received
and elastic and can be stretched by the
by them through their embedded antendenser matter inside. Just like amoeba
out from your
nae. The nearer dark plasma life forms
they can generate temporary limbs (i.e.
come to you the better they are able to
pseudopods).
bioplasma body.
tune-in to the thought waves (i.e. elec• They can expand and contract quite
tromagnetic waves modulated by your
significantly (i.e. size-shift) as they are
thoughts) you are radiating out from
tenuous (i.e. the particles are far and
your bioplasma body. For example, in
wide enabling significant changes in size by increasing
the Marian apparitions at Fatima (Portugal) in 1917, the
or decreasing inter-particle distance).
children saw a ball of light resolving into a man-like angel
• They are able to pass through each other in the same
as it got nearer to them.
way that objects composed of collisionless plasma or
The total rest mass of a bioplasma body is very much
dark matter do.
lower than the physical-dense body. The extremely low rest
• They have very low total rest mass which results in
mass can give the extremely tenuous bioplasma bodies a
significant wave properties.
more pronounced macro-quantum effect and wave proper• Misty irregularly formed primitive plasma life forms
ties (compared to the more dense macroscopic objects in our
also exist.
visible universe) due to the well-known de Broglie relationship, particularly when they are not in motion or moving
Some ancient cultures have described bioplasma bodies
slowly.
which are coupled to our carbon-based bodies as “souls.”
The properties of dark plasma life forms include the folThis is not surprising due to their quasi-quantum behaviour,
lowing:
their unusual methods of transport, apparent ability to effect action at a distance, and decoupling on the death of the
• They can emit light (i.e. they are “self-luminous”
carbon-based body. In this connection, we should note that
and generate colourful auras and halos), reflect light
the concept of plasma is a relatively modern one. The term
(having a shiny appearance), appear to be black and
“plasma” was coined by Irving Langmuir around 1929 and
opaque or alternatively transparent or translucent (almodern plasma physics only began in the twentieth century.
lowing them to apparently materialise or dematerialA thousand years ago the concept of plasma did not exist,
ise), depending on the interaction between the plasma
except perhaps in the notion of the “fire element.”
frequency of the life form and the frequency of electromagnetic waves in the vicinity or emanating from
within the plasma.
dark plasma blobs is much higher than the spaces between
the blobs, extremely small amounts of radiation (which fall
below normal detection levels) will emanate from these
spaces. A low level of microwave radiation will, however,
emanate from invisible (generally fast) moving point sources
(i.e. the plasma life forms) which would be spread out over
a very wide area (remember that the dark biosphere is more
than a thousand times larger than the visible Earth). Furthermore, most of these life forms do not have to be restricted to the surface of the Earth or the thin biosphere where
most ordinary matter life forms exist. Hence, encounters
with humans are generally rare.
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